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With new advances in financial products 
and services come age-old risks of 
discrimination. Without caution, the 
fintech revolution could perpetuate 
a system that has historically locked 
communities of color out of mainstream 
credit markets.
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Executive Summary

4

Across the financial services sector, “alternative data” has been touted by established consumer 

lenders and new entrants alike as a tool to expand access to credit for historically underserved 

communities, including people of color. This report examines one subset of this data—education 

data, an umbrella term describing information related to a consumers’ higher education—when 

determining access to credit and the price of consumer financial products. 

The use of education data in underwriting raises significant fair lending concerns, and its 

widespread adoption could reinforce systemic barriers to financial inclusion for Black and Latinx 

consumers. Further, the use of education data can exacerbate inequality across the American 

economy. Where the effects of these practices have negative economic consequences for borrowers 

from historically marginalized communities, these practices are known as “Educational Redlining.”

The following report, Educational Redlining, includes a detailed discussion of these practices and 

describes the specific risks posed to borrowers, communities, and the economy when consumer 

lenders rely on education data when determining access to credit and the cost of credit. 

This report features two case studies that examine the effects of these practices on hypothetical, 

similarly situated consumers using publicly available information about the lending practices at two 

consumer lenders—Wells Fargo and the financial technology company Upstart. These case studies 

show:

Borrowers who take out private loans to pay for college may pay a penalty for attending 

a community college. Wells Fargo charges a hypothetical community college borrower an 

additional $1,134 on a $10,000 loan when compared to a similarly situated borrower enrolled 

at a four-year college.

Borrowers who refinance their student loans through a company using education 

data may pay a penalty for having attended an HBCU. When refinancing with Upstart, a 

hypothetical Howard University graduate is charged nearly $3,499 more over the life of a 

five-year loan than a similarly situated NYU graduate. 
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Borrowers who refinance student loans may pay a penalty for having attended an 

Hispanic-Serving Institution (HSI). When refinancing with Upstart, a hypothetical graduate 

who receives a Bachelor’s Degree from New Mexico State University, an HSI, is charged at 

least $1,724 more over the life of a five-year loan when compared to a similarly situated NYU 

graduate.

Based on this analysis, SBPC has issued the following recommendations to Congress, federal and 

state regulators, and the consumer lending industry to address potential violations of federal and 

state fair lending laws and to mitigate the effects of these practices on economic inequality:

Congress must enhance oversight. Congress should examine the use of education data 

by consumer lenders, including monitoring for potential disparities caused by this practice 

and its effects on economic inequality. Further, Congress should investigate regulators’ 

oversight over the companies engaged in these practices. This should include scrutiny of 

the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s handling of the No-Action Letter awarded to 

Upstart—a regulatory safe harbor that may be shielding the company from violations of 

federal fair lending laws.

Federal and state regulators must take immediate action to halt abuses. Federal and 

state regulators should prioritize oversight over lenders that use education data when 

underwriting or pricing consumer loans and take immediate action where industry practices 

violate fair lending laws. 

The financial services industry must strengthen transparency when lending based 

on education data. Firms in the financial services industry that use alternative data 

should immediately publish data demonstrating the effects of such practices on individual 

borrowers, empowering lawmakers, regulators, and the public to understand the effects of 

these practices on consumers.

5
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About this Report
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Credit is a key ingredient in the generation of economic opportunity, and it plays a “remarkably 

consequential” role in the expansion of economic mobility among marginalized populations.1 And yet, 

consumers of color continue to face obstacles when seeking access to affordable credit. Research shows 

that African American and Latinx consumers at every income bracket are more likely to either be offered 

As more financial 
services companies look 
to adopt this approach, 
policymakers, regulators, 
and fintech companies 
must heed caution. The 
use of alternative data 
may further marginalize 
the very communities it 
purports to help.

less credit than requested or denied credit outright than 

their similarly situated white peers.² While racial disparities 

in credit can be traced back to systemic discrimination 

underlying American society and the U.S. financial system,³ 

evidence suggests that traditional credit scoring models 

perpetuate these disparities because “even the most basic 

lending standards . . . ‘impact’ racial and ethnic groups 

differently.”4 

Financial technology (fintech) firms have touted the use 

of “alternative data” as a method for overcoming biases 

entrenched in traditional credit underwriting models that 

often exclude consumers with limited credit profiles.⁵ 

These companies assert that creditworthiness can be 

gauged through factors like social media use, educational attainment, and work history.⁶ After including 

these alternative inputs in underwriting models, companies market their products as providing expanded 

access to credit to marginalized communities.⁷ However, as this report demonstrates, such statements fail 

to present policymakers, regulators, and law enforcement officials with full context for the potential risks 

associated with using alternative data. 

As more financial services companies look to adopt this approach, policymakers, regulators, and fintech 

companies must heed caution. The use of alternative data may further marginalize the very communities it 

purports to help. 

In 2019, Student Borrower Protection Center (SBPC) fellow Aryn Bussey documented the risks associated 
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with one category of alternative variables for credit underwriting: education data.8 Companies using 

education data have looked to SAT scores, sector of the institution of higher education attended (e.g., for-

profit, private nonprofit, public), college majors, and more as proxies for likelihood of repayment.9 Bussey’s 

analysis reviewed the myriad of concerns of policymakers, academics, advocates, and law enforcement 

related to the use of education criteria in underwriting.10 This report builds on Bussey’s work, further 

examining those risks, and provides two case studies highlighting disparities in outcomes when companies 

use education data in underwriting decisions. 

Specifically, in this report, we examine the extent to which 

a consumer’s choice of college, including attendance 

at a community college or Minority-Serving Institution 

(MSI), impacts their cost of credit. We analyze sample rate 

quotes from lenders that advertise the use of education 

criteria in credit decisions and provide case studies for 

two lending products: a newly originated private student 

loan from Wells Fargo and private student loan refinancing 

products offered by Upstart. Offered rates were compared 

across postsecondary institutions with all other inputs 

held constant.11 Our findings from our broader analysis and 

the highlighted case studies are consistent: holding all 

else constant, borrowers who attend community colleges, 

Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs), and 

Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs) will pay significantly 

more for credit because of people’s assumptions and 

prejudices regarding those who sit next to them in the 

classroom. 

7
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Introduction

The fintech industry is rapidly changing the way that consumers participate in credit markets. Researchers 

estimate that the credit market excludes 45 million consumers because classic underwriting models deny 

credit to those with little or no scorable credit history.12 Fintech companies increasingly seek to serve this 

population by incorporating new forms of data into underwriting models. In doing so, these companies claim 

they can offer lower cost products that are more widely available.13  

Should this claim be realized, this approach would be encouraging, as expanded access to affordable 

credit is critical to improving economic opportunity and creating fairer financial markets for traditionally 

marginalized consumers. However, as this report shows, the use of alternative data in underwriting to 

predict credit risk may ultimately do just the opposite—disparately affecting marginalized consumers and 

exacerbating economic inequality. 

Traditional underwriting algorithms use a consumer’s past payment performance to predict repayment 

behavior and determine creditworthiness.14 As a result, these models are somewhat limited in their ability 

to assess the creditworthiness of young consumers and others who lack extended payment histories.15 

Additionally, critics contend that classical score-based credit models overlook consumers with repayment 

histories concentrated outside of mainstream credit products.16 Fintech companies have sought to fill this 

gap and expand their base of potential customers by looking beyond these extant input variables. Fintech 

lenders use new input variables—commonly referred to as alternative data—in underwriting algorithms to 

process data “in ways that reveal correlations between seemingly irrelevant data points about a borrower 

and that borrower’s ability to repay.”17  

This report focuses on one specific class of input variables increasingly used by fintech lenders—education 

data. Education data includes a range of variables tied to a consumer’s postsecondary education, including 

institutional sector and selectivity, college major, and even assessment scores. As University of Oklahoma 

College of Law professor Christopher Odinet explains, fintech firms “are ever-expanding their online 

lending activities to help students finance or refinance educational expenses. These online companies are 

using a wide array of alternative, education-based data points—ranging from applicants’ chosen majors, 

assessment scores, the college or university they attend, job history, and cohort default rates— to determine 

8
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creditworthiness.”18 

However, while the fintech industry argues that education data allows for expanded and more inclusive 

underwriting, this report illustrates how its use may lead to disparate outcomes for certain consumers.19 

Specifically, the use of education data in underwriting risks discriminating against borrowers of color 

and exacerbating income equality across the population at large. As National Consumer Law Center staff 

attorney Chi Chi Wu testified before Congress:

The use of education and occupational attainment reinforces inequality, given that a 

consumer’s educational attainment is most strongly linked with the educational level of his 

or her parents. Use of educational or occupational attainment would probably top the list of 

mobility-impeding data, and would ossify the gaping racial and economic inequality in our 

country.20 

With new advances in financial products and services come age-old risks of discrimination, thereby 

perpetuating a system that has historically locked communities of color out of mainstream credit markets. 

Accordingly, non-individualized input variables that risk reinforcing systemic disparities and discrimination 

demand greater scrutiny from policymakers and law enforcement. Education data is no exception. 

For example, people of color have historically been and continue to be denied equitable access to higher 

education, particularly at elite institutions.21 By considering the college or university attended by the 

consumer, a lender may capture disparate patterns in college attendance across class and race, thereby 

introducing bias in the underwriting process.22 The resulting credit decision risks producing discriminatory 

results. As Bussey explains:

[A]lthough degree attainment is on the rise for many racial and ethnic groups, research shows 

there is a shortage of minority students, particularly African-American and Latino students, at 

selective institutions of higher education. Only nine percent of Black students, eight percent 

of Indigenous American students, and twelve percent of Latino students attend America’s 

most elite public universities. When credit terms are tied to attendance at supposedly “elite” 

institutions, it can unfairly impact borrowers of color. Widespread adoption of educational 

criteria to determine creditworthiness will further stratify socioeconomic barriers to economic 

opportunity and mobility for Black and Brown consumers.23 

9
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Discrimination resulting from the use of education data in underwriting is not new. For the last century, 

borrowers of color have been subjected to discriminatory credit terms simply because of where they live.24 

Despite fair lending laws prohibiting this type of practice, modern-day redlining based on geography 

continues to stymie economic opportunity for consumers of color.25 Similar to the effects of discrimination 

based on geography, the use of educational data in underwriting risks redlining people of color out of the 

American Dream once again. 

For example, in 2007, then-New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo launched an inquiry to determine 

whether lenders’ use of certain criteria discriminated against student loan borrowers based on their 

enrollment at a specific institution of higher education.26 Cuomo noted the potential for educational 

redlining when warning that students attending minority-serving institutions (MSIs), such as historically 

black colleges and universities (HBCUs), may pay much higher interest rates.27 Cuomo’s investigation into 

one large lender found that its use of education data in underwriting led to interest rate spreads of up to 

six percent when compared to similarly situated borrowers simply because of the school attended by the 

applicant.28  

Since Cuomo’s inquiry, regulators and researchers have further documented how the use of education 

criteria in underwriting decisions is likely to disproportionately affect protected classes.29 This outcome 

is particularly troublesome where lenders consider the selectivity of an institution in underwriting. First, 

despite perceptions of institutional prestige and future earnings, researchers have repeatedly found that 

institutional selectivity does not broadly correspond with increased earnings, finding only a “slight effect, if 

any at all.”30 Second, as previously discussed, the use of education data risks perpetuating the deep-rooted 

discrimination that pervades America’s higher education system. And finally, potentially discriminatory 

factors are unjustified where “nondiscriminatory [factors] . . . are already highly predictive of likelihood of 

repayment.”31    

Accordingly, it is imperative to understand and protect against the potential for discrimination against 

subsets of borrowers.32  

10
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The Community College Penalty

Community colleges play a critical role in the higher education ecosystem by providing a local pathway 

to postsecondary learning for a broad range of students, particularly low-income, first generation, and 

underrepresented minority students.33 For example, while 37 percent of Latinx college students attend a 

public four-year or private nonprofit four-year institution, 56 percent of Latinx students attend public two-

year institutions.34 Similarly while only 39 percent of white students attend a two-year public college and 

56 percent attend a four-year institution, 44 percent of black students attend a two-year public college, a 

proportion larger than the percent of black students attending a four-year institution.35  

In theory, affordable, accessible post-secondary education should help mitigate the racial wealth gap and 

improve economic mobility. However, the increased use of education data in underwriting models threatens 

to do the opposite. As the following case study illustrates, rather than providing community college students 

with affordable credit, consumer lenders instead enforce a community college penalty. Our case study 

shows that, in one example of a private student loan product marketed by a large bank, borrowers attending 

community colleges might be charged higher interest rates and offered shorter repayment terms than 

otherwise identical peers at four-year schools. This penalty risks disparately impacting borrowers of color 

and necessarily involves judging people’s individual creditworthiness based on nonindividualized factors. 

In the following case study, we use publicly available information about the terms and conditions of Wells 

Fargo’s private student loan offerings, comparing hypothetical Wells Fargo customers enrolled at select 

community colleges with similarly situated Wells Fargo customers enrolled at select four-year institutions. 

The findings of this case study highlight how this approach to pricing can adversely affect students at 

community colleges, and in turn, students of color.

11
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Wells Fargo Bank offers a series of private student loan products for higher education financing.36 The 

following study analyzes two of these product offerings: the Wells Fargo Collegiate student loan, a private 

student loan available to all undergraduate students attending four-year schools,37 and the Wells Fargo 

Student Loan for Career & Community College, a private student loan available specifically to students 

attending two-year schools, career-training programs, and other non-traditional schools.38 

Case Study: Wells Fargo

Methodology

To determine how community college attendance affects private student loan product pricing, we modeled 

hypothetical applicants attending community colleges and four-year colleges. Applicants are identical in 

every respect, except for the institution of higher education attended. 

Using input information for each hypothetical applicant, we submitted inquiries for private student loan 

product offers using Wells Fargo’s publicly available “Today’s Rates” tool.39 We then compared the terms 

presented in the respective outputs from Wells Fargo. Because Wells Fargo reports a range of interest rates 

for each of its various student loans, we based our analysis on the average of the interest rates quoted for 

each credit product. We applied those averages to a model paydown sequence for a $10,000 loan to find 

implied monthly payments and total payments across the loan term. We assumed that the loan has no 

origination fee, that the loan was disbursed in equal halves in August and January of the student’s final year 

of study, and that a six-month grace period followed the student’s graduation. 

In the example below, we highlight the outputs for hypothetical applicants attending two institutions: 

Chapman University, a four-year university in Orange, California, and Los Angeles ORT College, a 

community college in Los Angeles, California. We opted to highlight these two institutions based on their 

proximity,40 but note that the findings were consistent across hypothetical applicants. 

Findings

This section explores the rate and cost variation offered to borrowers of a Wells Fargo Collegiate Loan and 

Wells Fargo Career & Community College Loan.  
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Bank Lender: Wells Fargo
Product: Private Student Loan

LOAN  
AMOUNT

$10K

Chapman University Los Angeles ORT College 

Loan Interest Rate:  
8.22%

Total Cost:  
$19,171

Loan Interest Rate:  
10.87%

Total Cost:  
$20,305

Community College Penalty: +$1,134

Major: Computer science

Occupation: Financial analyst

Annual income: $50,000

Chapman  
University

(Private 4-Year University)

Los Angeles  
ORT College
(Community College)

Major: Computer science

Occupation: Financial analyst

Annual income: $50,000

LOAN OFFERSLOAN OFFERS

Student Populations

Borrower Profile

1.7%

4.2%

52.6%

14.6%

11.3%

15.2% 27.4%

15.9%29.3%

26.8%

White        Black/African American        Latinx/Hispanic        Asian        Other/Unknown        Non-Resident Alien    
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Demographic data from the U.S. Dep’t of Education
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Wells Fargo charges higher interest rates on its community college loan than its four-year 

undergraduate loan for similarly situated borrowers. Using the average of reported rates, a 

borrower with a community college loan would pay $1,134 more on a $10,000 loan than a borrower 

with the four-year undergraduate loan. Over the life of a $10,000 loan, a community college borrower 

would pay approximately $16,829 with the lowest rate offering and $24,200 with the highest rate 

offering. In comparison, a four-year undergraduate loan borrower would pay $14,749.40 with the 

lowest rate offering and $24,335 with the highest rate offering. Even with identical credit profiles, 

community college borrowers would pay a higher price for credit than students at four-year 

institutions.

Wells Fargo offers shorter loan repayment terms, regardless of the borrower’s 

creditworthiness, for its community college loans. Wells Fargo offers a 12-year repayment term 

on its Career & Community College Loan. In contrast, Wells Fargo offers a 15-year repayment terms 

on its Collegiate Loan. However, a borrower with the community college loan would still pay more 

overall due to the higher interest rates they face. Both loan products offer the same terms for in-

school deferment and grace periods.

14
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The HBCU/HSI Penalty

Minority-Serving Institutions (MSIs), including Historically Black Colleges and Universities (HBCUs) and 

Hispanic-Serving Institutions (HSIs), play a significant role in expanding access to higher education. For 

example, in addition to serving underrepresented minorities, HBCUs and HSIs are also more likely to enroll 

women and older students.41 However, as one researcher notes, these institutions “exist at the intersection 

where the American Dream of unbridled possibilities meets the American Nightmare of persistent racial-

ethnic subordination.”42  

HBCUs, HSIs, and the students they serve face obstacles that make student debt almost an inevitability 

for attendees. For example, these institutions notably receive less funding than non-minority serving 

institutions.43 Additionally, students attending HBCUs and HSIs take on more student debt, on average.44 

As the following case study illustrates, fintech lenders’ use of education data may impose an “HBCU/

HSI penalty” on borrowers—a financial burden that has measurable, immediate economic consequences 

even for graduates who have already managed to overcome the obstacles described above. Our case 

study shows that borrowers who graduated from HBCUs or HSIs may be charged higher interest rates 

and origination fees than borrowers who graduated from non-minority serving institutions, thereby risking 

disparately impacting borrowers of color. 

In the following case study, we use publicly available information about the rates offered to applicants 

seeking to refinance student loan debt with Upstart Network (Upstart), comparing hypothetical Upstart 

customers who graduated from HBCUs or HSIs, with similarly situated Upstart customers who graduated 

from select four-year institutions and non-minority serving institutions. The findings of this case study 

highlight how the use of alternative data in underwriting can adversely affect certain consumers of color in 

the education finance market even after they have already graduated.

15
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Upstart is an online lending platform that provides financing for a range of personal loans.45 According 

to the company, its platform is intended to “improve access to affordable credit while reducing the risk 

and cost of lending” to its partners.46 In addition to using traditional underwriting criteria, Upstart also 

incorporates nontraditional factors such as educational attainment and employment history.47 As with 

most fintech lenders, Upstart’s underwriting algorithm is proprietary, but Upstart has publicized its use of 

alternative data in lending decisions.48  

In September 2017, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB) issued its first No-Action Letter (NAL) 

to Upstart.49 The NAL “signifies that [the CFPB] has no present intent to recommend initiation of supervisory 

or enforcement action against Upstart with respect to the Equal Credit Opportunity Act.”50 In accordance 

with the NAL, Upstart has reported lending and compliance information to the CFPB, such as approval 

decisions, mitigation of consumer harm, and expansion of access to credit for underserved populations.51 

Case Study: Upstart

Methodology

To determine how the choice of institution attended affects the pricing of private student loan refinancing 

products, we modeled hypothetical applicants with degrees from schools across various institutional 

sectors, including two- and four-year colleges with HBCU, HSI, and non-MSI designations. Inputs for 

prospective applicants were identical in every respect, except for the institution attended by the applicant. 

Each hypothetical applicant is a 24-year-old New York City resident with a bachelor’s degree.52 Each 

applicant works as a salaried analyst at a company not listed among those offered by Upstart. Applicants 

have been employed by their current employer for five months, earn $50,000 annually, and have $5,000 in 

savings. Applicants have no investment accounts or additional compensation and have not taken out any 

new loans in the past three months. Each applicant requested a $30,000 student loan refinancing product.  

Using the above input information for each hypothetical applicant, we submitted inquiries for a private 

student loan refinancing product using Upstart’s publicly available rate comparison tool.53 We then 

compared the terms presented in the respective outputs. 

In the example below, we highlight the outputs for hypothetical applicants attending three institutions: 

New York University (NYU), a non-MSI; Howard University, an HBCU; and New Mexico State University-

Las Cruces (NMSU), an HSI. We opted to highlight these three institutions based on their varied MSI 

designations,54 but note that the findings were consistent across hypotheticals.  
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Findings
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This section explores the rate and cost variation offered for private student loan refinancing products to 

otherwise identical borrowers who attended different colleges. Results are based on applicants seeking 

$30,000 to refinance student loans, to be repaid over three- or five-year terms. 

Holding all other inputs for prospective applicants constant, we find that a hypothetical refinancing 

applicant who attended Howard University, an HBCU, would pay more than an applicant who happened 

to have attended NYU. In this example, borrowers who attended the HBCU pay higher origination fees and 

higher interest rates over the life of their loans. Similar results are observed for applicants who attended 

NMSU, an HSI. In effect, borrowers who attend certain MSIs are penalized simply because of where they 

went to college. 
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Fintech Lender: Upstart Network, Inc. 
Product: Private Student Loan Refinance

LOAN  
AMOUNT

$30K

White       Black/African American       Latinx/Hispanic       Asian       Other/Unknown       Non-Resident Alien       Native American

New York  
University

Howard  
University 

New Mexico State  
University

0.7%
0.9% 1.4%

89.4%

30.7%

6.1%

13.6%
19.6%

10.6%

19.2%

7.1%

27.2%

2.8%

3.2%
4.6%2.1%

1.2%

58.8%

Loan interest rate: 16.34% APR
Origination fee: $1,231

Total Cost:  
$42,288

Loan interest rate: 21.29% APR
Origination fee: $1,960 

Total Cost:  
$45,785 

Loan interest rate: 19.23% APR
Origination fee: $1,862

Total Cost:  
$44,011

HBCU Penalty: +$3,499 HSI Penalty: +$1,724

Major: Computer science

Occupation: Financial analyst

Annual income: $50,000

New York  
University

(Non-MSI)

Howard  
University

(HBCU)

Major: Computer science

Occupation: Financial analyst

Annual income: $50,000

New Mexico  
State University 

(HSI)

Major: Computer science

Occupation: Financial analyst

Annual income: $50,000

LOAN OFFERS LOAN OFFERSLOAN OFFERS

Student Populations

Borrower Profile

18

Demographic data from the U.S. Dep’t of Education
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Howard University graduates are charged $3,499 more than similarly situated NYU graduates. 

Over a three-year repayment term, the NYU graduate would pay $35,093, while the Howard graduate 

would pay $35,676. The disparity increases over a five-year repayment term (another repayment 

term offered by Upstart), with the NYU and Howard borrowers paying $42,287 and $45,785, 

respectively. 

Howard University graduates are charged an additional $729 in origination fees than similarly 

situated borrowers who attended NYU.I In this example, Howard borrowers would pay $1,960 to 

originate a loan with a five-year repayment term, whereas the NYU borrowers would pay $1,231 

to originate a loan for the same repayment term. Likewise, for a three-year loan term, Howard 

borrowers would pay $1,624 in origination fees, as compared to $1,292 for NYU borrowers.

New Mexico State University (NMSU) graduates are charged nearly $1,724 more than otherwise 

identical NYU graduates. Over a five-year repayment term, a NMSU graduate with a $30,000 

student loan refinancing product would pay $44,011 in lifetime loan costs, while the otherwise 

identical NYU graduate would pay $42,287. This includes the NMSU graduate being charged $632 

more in origination fees.

19

Note that all loan applicants are modeled as requesting a $30,000 loan refinancing product, which includes all relevant origination 
fees already added to the loan amount. These origination fees vary across applicants, with Upstart quoting different fee amounts 
for different applicants. This variance implies that while the overall loan amounts compared here are the same, the proportion of the 
refinancing product actually applied to underlying student loans differs, with borrowers who face higher origination fees applying less 
of their $30,000 refinancing product to their outstanding student loans. The present estimates of disparities in the cost of refinancing 
are floor estimates, and students charged higher origination fees (that is, borrowers at HBCUs and HSIs) would need to take out 
larger loans to refinance the same dollar value of student loans. 

I
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Recommendations

The following recommendations to Congress, regulators, and industry highlight opportunities to address 

the issues outlined in this report. The industry practices discussed in detail above potentially violate a range 

of federal and state fair lending and consumer protection laws. More broadly, these practices may further 

perpetuate inequality, creating new barriers to building wealth for families across the country. 

By taking immediate action, stakeholders can address the serious legal issues and far-reaching economic 

consequences presented by the use of education data in consumer lending.

Recommendation 1: Congress should scrutinize the use of education data in 
consumer lending and the No-Action Letter issued by the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau to Upstart.

In 2007, then-New York Attorney General Andrew Cuomo explained to Congress that the use of education 

data in consumer lending posed significant risks to borrowers of color, warning that the specter of 

“educational redlining” warranted immediate attention from lawmakers.55 

The findings of this report demonstrate the prescience of Cuomo’s warning. Big banks and fintech 

“innovators” are embracing education data when making new consumer loans. In doing so, these companies 

may be unlawfully discriminating against people of color and exacerbating economic inequality. Given 

the economic consequences potentially posed by a market-wide embrace of education data in consumer 

lending, Congress should deploy its full suite of investigatory, oversight, and legislative tools to protect 

consumers.  

As part of this coordinated, market-wide oversight, Congress should investigate the CFPB’s handling of 

the 2017 No Action Letter awarded to Upstart. As described above, in 2017 the CFPB issued its first No-

Action Letter (NAL) to fintech lender Upstart, pledging not to enforce federal fair lending laws so long as 

the company provides regular data about the company’s business practices to the Bureau. The preceding 
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case study, constructed using Upstart’s own marketing materials, plainly illustrates the potential for racial 

disparities in credit pricing as a result of Upstart’s lending practices. As Upstart expands the licensing of 

its underwriting algorithm to other financial services companies, scrutiny of these practices is even more 

important. 

Congress should immediately demand the following historical data from Upstart to assess whether CFPB’s 

2017 NAL is consistent with the law and meets the needs of consumers, industry, and the marketplace:III 

Upstart’s overall loan approval (expressed in dollars lent as well as consumers served) and denial 

rates for loans made using non-individualized education data (e.g., school, school sector, major) in 

the underwriting process.

Upstart’s loan approval and denial rates where a consumer indicates that he or she attended an 

institution of higher education enrolling populations with significant percentages of undergraduate 

minority students.56

Upstart’s loan approval and denial rates where a consumer indicates that he or she attended an 

institution of higher education other than one enrolling populations with significant percentages of 

undergraduate minority students.57

To date, little public information has been produced by the CFPB about Upstart’s disclosures to the Bureau under its NAL 
agreement. The limited disclosures made by the CFPB appear to have been based on a simulation, comparing Upstart’s approach 
to underwriting and pricing against a hypothetical model that relies on FICO score. This approach is seriously flawed. It fails to 
isolate the effects of educational data on protected classes of borrowers when similarly-situated Upstart customers are compared 
to one another.  The flaws in this design suggest a path forward for Congressional investigators—by demanding the production of 
data that allows for an apples-to-apples comparison across Upstart’s existing portfolio of customers, including data on approvals 
and denials specific to each college or university attended by an Upstart customer, Congress can more accurately assess whether 
Upstart’s approach to underwriting or pricing loans has a disparate impact. See Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, An update on 
credit access and the Bureau’s first No-Action Letter (August 2019), https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/update-credit-
access-and-no-action-letter. 

I I I

Upstart’s loan approval and denial rates where a consumer indicates that he or she attended a 

community college.

Upstart’s loan approval and denial rates where a consumer indicates that he or she attended an 

institution of higher education other than a community college.

Upstart’s interest rate spread (25th percentile, median, 75th percentile) for loans made using non-

individualized education data (e.g., school, school sector, major) in the underwriting process.
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Upstart’s interest rate spread (25th percentile, median, 75th percentile) where a consumer indicates 

that he or she attended an institution of higher education enrolling populations with significant 

percentages of undergraduate minority students.58

 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/update-credit-access-and-no-action-letter
 https://www.consumerfinance.gov/about-us/blog/update-credit-access-and-no-action-letter
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Upstart’s interest rate spread (25th percentile, median, 75th percentile) where a consumer indicates 

that he or she attended an institution of higher education other than one enrolling populations with 

significant percentages of undergraduate minority students.59

Upstart’s interest rate spread (25th percentile, median, 75th percentile) where a consumer indicates 

that he or she attended a community college.

Upstart’s interest rate spread (25th percentile, median, 75th percentile) where a consumer indicates 

that he or she attended an institution of higher education other than a community college.

Should information produced by Upstart demonstrate that the company’s practices have a disparate 

impact on protected classes with respect to the cost of credit, or offer evidence that Upstart’s approach to 

consumer lending perpetuates economic inequality, Congress should immediately clarify to the CFPB that 

these outcomes are inconsistent with the intent behind the No-Action Letter Program. Further, Congress 

may wish to consider new legislation to prohibit the CFPB from waiving the Equal Credit Opportunity 

Act (ECOA) for any companies seeking a No-Action Letter in the future, narrowing the scope of CFPB’s 

authority to issue these types of letters.

Recommendation 2: Federal and state financial regulators should prioritize 
oversight of the use of education data in underwriting to ensure lenders comply 
with fair lending laws.

Federal and state financial regulators supervise compliance with and enforce fair lending laws. Regulated 

financial institutions include both large banks like Wells Fargo and nonbank specialty consumer lenders 

like Upstart. Based on the findings of this report, federal and state financial regulators should prioritize the 

oversight of consumer lending where regulated entities use education data in underwriting or pricing credit.  

Federal financial regulators, including prudential regulators and the CFPB, should examine the 

use of education criteria in lending decisions by big banks and nonbank consumer lenders. Federal 

regulators, including the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC), the Federal Reserve Board, 

the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), the Federal Trade Commission (FTC), and the CFPB, 

oversee or enforce laws that may apply to the use of education data in consumer lending. In particular, these 

regulators may enforce ECOA, which prohibits certain types of discrimination in the extension of credit.60 

As the first case study in this report demonstrates, large regulated financial institutions may use education 

data when determining access to credit or pricing financial products, despite the fair lending compliance 
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risks it creates for these financial institutions.61 This report offers ample evidence to suggest Wells Fargo’s 

consumer lending practices, in particular, create risks for protected classes of consumers.  

There is recent precedent for the CFPB and other regulators to consider the use of non-individualized 

education data as a fair lending compliance risk for financial institutions. In 2012, the CFPB studied the 

use of schools’ Cohort Default Rate (CDR) in private student lending, finding that, “[g]enerally . . . lenders’ 

consideration of CDR in either school eligibility or underwriting and pricing criteria may reduce credit 

access and increase costs disproportionately for minority borrowers.”62

Following publication of the 2012 report, the CFPB incorporated this finding into its examination procedures 

by instructing examiners to consider the use of CDR when evaluating both bank and nonbank private 

student lenders for compliance with ECOA.  Shortly thereafter, the FDIC took an enforcement action against 

Sallie Mae Bank for violating ECOA by using this particular piece of education data in underwriting and 

pricing private student loans.63   

Based on the evidence presented in this report, other regulators should adopt the same approach as the 

FDIC—prioritizing scrutiny of these practices across the financial services sector and taking enforcement 

actions where appropriate. 

States should prioritize action to stamp out educational redlining when overseeing consumer lending 

by banks and nonbanks. Since 2017, the CFPB has ceased to bring new enforcement actions policing 

discrimination in the financial sector, drawing criticism from state law enforcement officials, civil rights 

groups, and Members of Congress for failing to appropriately administer the nation’s fair lending laws.64 

Fortunately for consumers, the Dodd-Frank Act empowers state attorneys general and state banking 

regulators to enforce these laws with respect to the companies they regulate. This authority presents an 

opportunity for state officials to scrutinize the use of education data in consumer lending within their states, 

stepping in where the CFPB has recently failed to act.  

In addition, states may enforce and administer a wide range of state civil rights and anti-discrimination 

statutes. Evidence suggests that some states are already beginning to scrutinize these entities for violations 

of state law.  As part of any expanded state oversight effort, state regulators and law enforcement should 

scrutinize Upstart’s practices for compliance with these state fair lending laws in the context of the CFPB’s 

Upstart No-Action Letter.  
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Recommendation 3: Consumer lenders, including banks and fintech specialty 
lenders, should regularly publish information on underwriting decisions and 
pricing that relies on education data.

Banks and specialty lenders such as Wells Fargo and Upstart that use education data in their underwriting 

decisions should make available data on the impact of these criteria on access to credit (including both 

approvals and denials) and on pricing of loans for consumers. This information should track access and 

pricing both for borrowers who attend minority-serving institutions and for borrowers who attend non-

minority serving institutions. This additional information about credit decisioning and pricing should be 

made available to the public at large, including stakeholders inside and outside of government, through 

publication on the lender’s website and disclosure at the time of application. For this public disclosure 

to be effective, it should include data that allows for comparison across a company’s existing portfolio of 

customers, including data on approvals and denials specific to each college or university attended by an 

applicant for credit. 

By embracing new transparency with respect to the effects of education data on lending, market 

participants can empower borrowers to shop for financial products with an accurate understanding of the 

costs and risks associated with each product. Further, such transparency efforts will empower federal and 

state regulators to perform more effective oversight over the industry. 
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Conclusion

Communities of color have historically been locked out of mainstream credit markets. But while companies 

tout the use of education-based criteria in underwriting as a means to broaden credit access for 

marginalized consumers, the use of such factors may actually undermine equitable access to credit. Indeed, 

by creating situations where protected classes of consumers are offered less favorable credit terms, the use 

of education data in credit underwriting decisions can reinforce systemic barriers to economic opportunity.

Discrimination in consumer credit markets is not new. But as this analysis shows, the use of education data 

in underwriting could charge borrowers more for a loan simply for choosing the most accessible path for 

pursuing the American Dream. Is this what is meant by a mission of ‘innovation’? Access to credit should not 

simply mean ‘more people getting more loans.’ It is imperative to examine the variance in the cost of those 

loans. Otherwise, expanded access to credit will not expand equity. 

With mortgage redlining, borrowers are given worse loans simply because of who their neighbor is. Now, 

with educational redlining, borrowers are given worse loans simply because of who is sitting next to them in 

the classroom. Just as law enforcement took action against mortgage redlining, they must do the same with 

education redlining. Innovation should not re-package age-old discrimination. Rather, true innovation should 

provide a means to equitably broaden credit access for historically marginalized communities.
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See e.g., Equal Credit Opportunity Act, CFPB Consumer Laws and Regulations, Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau, https://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201306_cfpb_laws-and-regulations_ecoa-combined-june-2013.pdf. 
Fair Lending Report of the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, Consumer Fin. Prot. Bureau (Dec. 2012), https://
files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201212_cfpb_fair-lending-report.pdf.  
See FDIC Announces Settlement with Sallie Mae for Unfair and Deceptive Practices and Violations of the 
Servicemembers Civil Relief Act, Fed. Deposit Ins. Corp. (May 13, 2014), https://www.fdic.gov/news/news/
press/2014/pr14033.html. 
See Kate Berry, Where Have all the CFPB Fair-Lending Cases Gone?, Am. Banker (Dec. 16, 2019) https://www.
americanbanker.com/news/where-have-all-the-cfpb-fair-lending-cases-gone.
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